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San José State University 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 

ENGL 130, Writing Fiction, Spring 2021 

Course and Contact Information 

Instructor: Nick Taylor 

Office Location: Zoom - https://sjsu.zoom.us/j/5266968641 (pw: 204498) 

Telephone: (650) 815-5590 

Email: nicholas.taylor@sjsu.edu 

Office Hours: Mon/Weds 1:15pm – 2:00pm and by appointment 

Class Days/Time: Mon/Weds 12:00pm – 1:15pm 

Classroom: Zoom -  https://sjsu.zoom.us/j/84113276619 (pw: 3u748x) 

Prerequisites: ENGL 71 (Intro to Creative Writing) 

Course Description  
For the first few weeks we will be reading and discussing published stories from 2020 edition of 
Best American Short Stories and the 2020 issue of Reed (issue #153), the campus literary journal. 
I will make presentations on elements of the craft – character, conflict, point of view, etc. The 
goal is to practice reading like writers rather than critics (there is a difference). We'll also do 
some writing exercises to get your ideas flowing. 
 
Next we will discuss your stories. Each of you will write two stories over the course of the 
semester. Many of us enjoy reading and writing genre fiction, such as fantasy, sci-fi, romance, 
horror, and crime. In this course we will be reading and writing character-driven literary fiction. 
Character-driven fiction isn’t necessarily realistic, but it does focus on people who feel real to the 
reader, and whose situations derive from both external and internal conflict. Don’t worry if you 
have never written character-driven fiction before. The assigned readings provide a wide variety 
of examples for you to study. 

Course Learning Outcomes (CLO) 

This course addresses the following Student Learning Objectives (SLOs) approved for the BA in 
English. Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to: 

• SLO #1: Read closely in a variety of forms, styles, structures, and modes, and articulate 
the value of close reading in the study of literature, creative writing, or rhetoric. 

 

https://sjsu.zoom.us/j/5266968641
https://sjsu.zoom.us/j/84113276619?pwd=UXBjTTBHSnluYVdQWEJGZmxWM21rdz09
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• SLO #3: Write clearly, effectively, and creatively, and adjust writing style appropriately 
to the content, the context, and nature of the subject.  

Required Texts/Readings 

Textbooks 

• Sittenfeld, Curtis and Heidi Pitlor, eds. The Best American Short Stories 2020. New 
York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2020. (ebook or print) 

• Reed Magazine 2020 Edition (Issue 153 - 2020). San Jose State University literary 
journal. (ebook or print – purchase ebook for $7.00 at www.reedmag.org) 

• PDF handouts on Canvas (find under “Files”)  

Course Requirements and Assignments 

• Two new, original pieces of fiction (SLO #3). 
• Written and verbal comments on your classmates' stories (SLO #1, #3). 
• Reading assignments from the textbooks. I will quiz on these (SLO #1). 
• A substantial revision of one of your stories (serves as the final exam) (SLO #3). 
• Brief in-class and take-home writing exercises (SLO #3). 
• Attendance at two literary readings of your choice, and a written response to each (SLO 

#1, #3). 

Final Revision 

In lieu of a final exam, you will turn in a substantial revision of one of your workshop 
submissions. Examples of changes that might be included in a substantial revision include adding 
or deleting a character, changing the point of view, inserting a new scene, and altering the ending 
of the story. It is not enough simply to correct the spelling and grammatical errors of the first 
draft. To earn a high grade on the revision, you must alter the story in some significant way. 

Grading Information 
Creative writing, though subject to the instructor's subjectivity, can be evaluated according to 
general standards used to determine how well a piece of writing works.  These include: 1) 
Textual and/or technical competence and eloquence.  2) Imaginative risk.  3) Energy and 
freshness of language.  4) Effective use of metaphor and other forms of figurative language.  5) 
Clarity and precision of detail.  6) Capacity for mixed feelings and uncertainty.  7)  Effective use 
of grammar, syntax, and rhythm.  8) Naturalness and believability.  9) Appropriateness of style 
to subject.  10) Compelling audience interest. 
 
Grades will be based on the quality and quantity of writing you do as well as the quality and 
constructiveness of the criticism offered during the workshops.  Some of you may have some 
natural ability writing fiction, and some may not. Think of talent as extra credit – it can make up 
for a blown quiz, but it won't get you an A if you neglect the other class requirements. 
 
Final grades will be the product of the following factors: 

• Workshop Submission #1       20% 
• Workshop Submission #2       20% 

http://www.reedmag.org/
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• Final Revision         20% 
• Responses to Classmates' Fiction      15% 
• Class Participation, including Reading Quizzes    15% 
• Response Papers for Literary Readings/Performances   10% 

 
For extra credit you can attend at up to two more literary readings (and write responses). These 
must be turned in by the last day of class. 
 
Late assignments will not be accepted without the instructor’s prior approval. 

Determination of Grades 

The Department of English reaffirms its commitment to the differential grading scale as defined 
by the SJSU Catalog (Grades-Letter Grading). Grades issued must represent a full range of 
student performance: 
A+/A/A- = excellent; B+/B/B- = above average; C+/C/C- = average; D+/D/D- = below average; 
F = failure.  Within any of the letter grade ranges (e.g. B+/B/B-), the assignment of a + or - grade 
will reflect stronger (+) or weaker (-) completion of the goals of the assignment. 

One-Unit Enhancement: Attendance at Literary Readings 

Because this is a 4-unit course, students can expect to spend a minimum of twelve hours per 
week preparing for and attending classes and completing course assignments. This course will 
have integrated into the syllabus the following 1-unit enhancement: 

• International Education / Cultural Enrichment 

You are required to attend two readings by poets or prose writers. Given that present 
circumstances prevent large in-person gatherings, you will need to attend these readings online. 
SJSU’s Center for Literary Arts (https://www.clasanjose.org/) has a full schedule this semester. I 
recommend you attend those events, but you may also choose to write your responses to readings 
by other authors.  
 
After attending each reading, you will write a 1000-word personal response to each. You may 
respond to any aspect of the reading, for example the speaker, the venue, the material performed, 
or the Q&A with the audience. Explore how your attendance at the reading changed the way you 
think about creative writing as an art form or as a profession. Your response papers are due by 
the end of the semester. 
 

Workshop Procedures 
After the drop date, I will pass around a sign-up sheet where each of you will choose two dates to 
hand in your stories. On each of those dates, you will upload a story in PDF format to the 
Workshop Submissions discussion board on Canvas. Your story must be double-spaced, single-
sided, and include page numbers.  
 

https://www.clasanjose.org/
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Your classmates and instructor will print out your story, make comments on the manuscript, and 
type up a half page (minimum) of comments, which they will post as replies to your story on the 
discussion board.  
 
At the next class meeting, the instructor will lead a discussion of your story. We'll do two or 
three stories per class, so your story will get about twenty minutes of attention. 
 
Critiques will be graded on the quality and quantity of the feedback they provide. What should 
you cover in your comments? You have two responsibilities. The first is to indicate what you got 
out of the story. What's your interpretation? If this were in a textbook, what would you say about 
it? This helps the writer understand what came across and what didn't. The second responsibility 
is to suggest avenues for improvement. How can the writer make this story better? Often this 
requires putting yourself in the writer's shoes. Remember that you can help a fellow writer with 
thoughtful commentary even if you would not have chosen the same topic or style in your own 
work.  

Classroom Protocol 
In a workshop, writers must feel safe sharing their work with the group. Please keep your 
critiques confined to the work, not the author. Hostile, threatening, or personal criticism will not 
be tolerated. If you feel threatened by a classmate, please bring the issue to my attention so I can 
address it promptly. Students who violate this protocol will be dropped from the course. 

University Policies 
Per University Policy S16-9, university-wide policy information relevant to all courses, such as 
academic integrity, accommodations, etc. will be available on Office of Graduate and 
Undergraduate Programs’ Syllabus Information web page at 
http://www.sjsu.edu/gup/syllabusinfo/. 
 

ENGL 130 / Writing Fiction, Course Schedule 

This class meets every Monday and Wednesday, starting on Weds, Jan 27. Class will not be held 
the week of March 29 – April 2 (Spring Break). The last day of class is Monday, May 17. In lieu 
of a final exam, you will submit your final revision on Canvas by Thursday, May 20, at 5pm. 
 
Reading assignments meet SLO #1, writing assignments SLO #3.  
 
Note: This schedule is subject to change. Announcements will be made in class and posted on 
Canvas. 
 
BASS = Best American Short Stories 
Reed = Reed Magazine 
PDF on Canvas = find under “Files” on the Canvas site for this course 
 

http://www.sjsu.edu/gup/syllabusinfo/
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Date Topics, Readings, Assignments, Deadlines 

1/27/2021 Introduction & still write 

2/1/2021 Topic: Character 
Readings: Andrea Lee, “The Children” (BASS 188); Emma Cline, “The 
Nanny” (BASS 78-93) 

2/3/2021 Topic: Character 
Readings: Marian Crotty, “Halloween” (BASS 94-108); Joy Castro, 
“Woodwork” (Reed, 26-28) 

2/8/2021 Topic: Conflict 
Readings: Anna Reeser, “Octopus VII” (BASS 273-288); Kevin Wilson, 
“Kennedy” (BASS 308-328) 

2/10/2021 Topic: Conflict 
Readings: T.C. Boyle, “The Apartment” (BASS 19-36); Edward P. 
Jones, “First Day” (PDF on Canvas) 

2/15/2021 Topic: Setting 
Readings: Alejandro Puyana, “The Hands of Dirty Children” (BASS 
260-272); Elizabeth Childs, “The Acts of Kings” (Reed 87-95) 

2/17/2021 Topic: Point of View 
Readings: Carolyn Ferrell, “Something Street” (BASS 109-132) 

2/22/2021 Topic: Voice 
Readings: George Saunders, “The Semplica-Girl Diaries” (PDF on 
Canvas); Leigh Newman, “Howl Palace” (BASS 232-248) 

2/24/2021 Topic: Speculative Fiction 
Readings: Meng Jin, “In the Event” (BASS 168-187); Haruki Murakami, 
“A Shinagawa Monkey” (PDF on Canvas) 

3/1/2021 Topic: Structure 
Readings: Tiphanie Yanique, “The Special World” (BASS 329-346); 
Richard Stim, “Closer to Heaven” (Reed 6-18) 

3/3/2021 Topic: Metaphor and Symbolism 
Readings: Selena Anderson, “Godmother Tea” (BASS 1-18) 

3/8/2021 Student Workshops 
Readings: S.K. Kruse, “The Stretch Motel” (Reed 81-86) 

3/10/2021 Student Workshops 
Readings: Michael Sano, “The Purse” (Reed 71-80) 

3/15/2021 Student Workshops 
Readings: Ryan McFadden, “Other Lives” (Reed 29-36) 

3/17/2021 Student Workshops 
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Date Topics, Readings, Assignments, Deadlines 

3/22/2021 Student Workshops 
3/24/2021 Student Workshops 

Readings: Kirstin Valdez Quade“The Five Wounds” (PDF on Canvas) 
3/29/2021 No Class – Spring Break 
3/31/2021 No Class – Spring Break 
4/5/2021 Student Workshops 
4/7/2021 Student Workshops 
4/12/2021 Student Workshops 

Readings: Jhumpa Lahiri, “A Temporary Matter” (PDF on Canvas) 
4/14/2021 Student Workshops 
4/19/2021 Student Workshops 
4/21/2021 Student Workshops 

Readings: Kristen Roupenian, “Cat Person” (PDF on Canvas) 
4/26/2021 Student Workshops 
4/28/2021 Student Workshops 
5/3/2021 Student Workshops 
5/5/2021 Student Workshops 
5/10/2021 Student Workshops 

5/12/2021 Student Workshops 

5/17/2021 Final Class Meeting 
Student Workshops 

Thurs, 
5/20/2021, 
5pm 

Final Revisions and Responses to Literary Readings due on Canvas 
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